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FOREWORD
by Richard Body M.P.
For nearly three decades following the Bretton Woods
Conference in 1944, when the principles of a multilateral trading
system were laid down, the nations of the free world enjoyed a
period of unprecedented prosperity. But during the last decade, for
a variety of reasons, new forms of protectionism have slowed the
growth of world trade and in some areas, notably agriculture, they
have caused it to recede. T h e multilateral and liberating approach
to trade has been replaced by a near ohsessive concern between
three major economic powers, the United States, Japan and the

EEC.
It is an axiom of free trade policy that a surplus of exports
over imports (or vice verso) with any one country is, in itself, a
matter of no consequence. A country’s balance of payments is
about the trade i t has with the whole of the rest of the world, and
it is what it says it is a balance. The payments in to the country
are matched exactly by the payments out of the country, so that
there is always a precise balance.
T h e reason for this is that the currency itself (the intrinsically
worthless piece of paper called pounds, dollars o r yens) d o not
leave the country where they belong, apart from a few trifling
exceptions when people travel abroad. When taken outside the
country where it was issued, it may be exchanged for another form
of currency, but as a rule it will not itself be used to purchase
anything overseas. Thus to speak as too many politicians and
others d o - of a loss of. currency o r a “drain on the balance of
payments” is to throw a simple truth out of the window.
Of course, a country may import more goods than it exports.
This visible deficit may be made good by a surplus of invisibles in
the form of payments for insurance, shipping, banking o r by
people from abroad having a holiday. The payments received for
these two kinds of export, the visible and invisible, will not be
exactly the same as the payments for the corresponding kinds of

-
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imports, nor does it matter. Whenever there is a surplus o r a
deficit in that total trading account, there is always a corresponding
deficit o r surplus in the capital ilccount. So a deficit in the trading
account will be matched by an increase in capital investment from
abroad. Equally, a surplus in the trading account will be coupled
with a capital outflow. I t means, for example, that not a single
brick of a Japanese owned factory can be built here unless its
owner sells his yens for pounds.
Such a plain truth ill-suits a certain type of policy maker in
our midst. James Bourlet tells us why. The reader must judge
where the interests of the British people lie, and whether relations
between Japan and Britain are well served by the policy intended.
However, James Bourlet goes much further. H e shows how
the E E C Information Office in Tokyo (paid for, at least in part, by
the British people) is propagating a notion that an imbalance in
trade between the E E C and Japan is not to be tolerated. The
Japanese must be imbued with a sense of guilt. Next. their guilt
must be assuaged by them accepting barriers against their flow of
exports to the E E C that tne luckless people in Western Europe
would rather like to have - that is, provided the policy makers
allow them to have the freedom to choose. Any why is that
freedom to be curbed’? T h e answer rests in the reason why
powerful manufacturing companies with famous names find it
useful to lobby in Brussels.
The argument advanced by the EEC Commission is founded
on statistics that James Bourlct shows to be wrong. O u r own
Department of Trade is only a little better. When officials in high
places make the kind of mistake demonstrated in this paper we
may feel a degree less confident in the wisdom of the policy itself.
This booklet is important for another reason. I t highlights the
danger of Britain being in a customs union instead of :I free trade
area. The difference between the two goes to the root of James
Bourlet’s argument. A customs union is essentially protectionist: it
may bring down tariffs between the individual countries that
belong to it, but it requires all the countries to erect the same
trade barriers against those outside the union. A free trade area
also removes the tariffs between its members, but it allows them
the freedom to trade as they wish with other countries outside the
area. That is why. whenever the decision has been made by other
governments in other continents, usually they have chosen a free
trade area. rather than a customs union.

O n e of the main arguments against the customs union is that i t
is always a happy hunting ground for the worst kinds of
protectionism. Protectionism is a nice cosy word; i t conjures up
ideas of care and compassion, and a sense of justice and f?’mess.
In fact, it is a denial of what is manifestly just - that is if one
believes it is just that the people of a country ought to be allowed
to buy what they like with the money they have earned or saved.
Yet you can only protect against a threat. If no threat exists,
there is no purpose in protection. Japanese cars o r television sets
cannot in themselves be a threat to anyone: they are lifeless,
inanimate things unable to move of their own accord. Only those
who bow down before a strange deity can be so frightened of such
things as to need protection from them.
Of course. they d o become a threat t o the producer of high
cost or badly made things which the consumer rejects in favour of
those made in Japan. It is only possible for the threat to exist
when the people themselves have the freedom of choice. Take that
freedom away and the threat vanishes.
Any form of protectionism in Britain must be an inroad upon
the British people’s freedom of choice. I t is either a condition o r
an exception o r :I qualification to act as ii curb upon how they are
t o satisfy their own needs according to their own wishes.
So protectionists in the form of pressure groups, trade
associations or powerful companies unable to satisfy the wishes of
the British people get to work to protect themselves from that
threat. A customs union can do the job for them. And the EEC is
perfectly equipped for the purpose.
James Bourlet has written about how the E E C operates and
h e had done so in a restrained and moderate way. For my part, I
cannot resist the temptation to point out what is happening every
day in Brussels. Some famous companies, whose names are known
to every British man and woman, have set up lobbies in Brussels.
They also give a lot of their money to what is called “the
European cause”. What d o these companies make? Yes, indeed,
they make things the British people d o not seem to like very
much, I t is time the half truths they tell, and are told on their
behalf by the EEC and the “Europeans”, became known to the
British people.
T h e amount of money spent by the E E C , the European
Movement and the numerous bodies they have spawned in Britain
to promote the merits of a customs union and argue for
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protectionism is enormous. O n e inside source tells me i t averages
over f4,000,000 a year. The European Movement. the main
organisation which exists to promote the Common Market does
not reveal where it gets its money from, though it is now known
that British companies wanting to set up factories in Continental
Europe (and in the process exporting jobs) have naturally been
generous towards it.
But we d o know exactly where the E E C itself gets it money.
Its ”own resources”, as i t is euphemistically called, comes from
import duties, import levies and Value Added Tax. These three
have one common denominator: they are taxes on the consumer.
Nearly every other form of taxation imposcd upon us is on o u r
’
tax,
incomes o r capital. Income tax, corporation tax, capital g am
capital transfer tax, etc. are “progressive”, so that the richer you
are, the more you arc taxed.
Here is the irony of it. The consumer, whether rich or poor,
and the poorest pay proportionately the most, pays the revenue to
the EEC; and the E E C spends the money on a protectionist
policy. T h e purpose of that .policy is to prevent the consumer
having the goods of his choice. Thus the EEC takes the money out
of the pocket of the consumer and then spends it taking away his
freedom to buy what h e would prefer. I t is a double blow with no
quid pro quo.
Not long ago the heads of seventeen of the most powerful
companies in the Common Market met under the leadership of
one of the largest of the British companies. The meeting was
strictly private and the rendezvous somewhere on the Continent.
but according to one report, the object was to discuss how the
customs union could be made stronger. Yet it must be obvious that
any strengthening must imply still more limits upon the freedom of
choice of the British people.
What’s good for General Motors is good for America, i t used
IO be said. The same kind of thinking pervades the boardrooms of
those great companies. James Bourlet give us convincing reasons
why fifty five million people in Britain are tieing made poorer
because of it. They are also heing deceived by propaganda which
they are forced to pay for.

b

PREFACE - MEMBERSHIP AND OBJECTIVE OF
T H E EEC
In 1951 six nations, Germany, France, Italy, Belgium, The
Netherlands and Luxembourg established an organisation called
the ‘European Cod and Steel Community’ (ECSC) for the purpose
of creating a Commission o r group of civil scrvants who would,
subject to the overall control of regular meetings of Minsters of
Industry from each country, co-ordinate coal and steel production
and marketing within the total area. A t about the same time those
countries established ‘Euratom’ with a similar organisation t o deal
with matters of atomic energy production. By the ‘Treaty of Rome’
in 1956, these same nations agreed to form a ‘zollvcrein’ (customs
union) o r ‘Common Market’ for all goods with yet another
Commission and vet another Council of Ministers and this was
called the ‘EEC‘.
Within the ‘Six’ lived about 190 million people and some time
later it was decided to merge the three commissions and three
Councils into one of each and call the whole thing the ‘Eurpoean
This remains
Communities’ - referring to a11 three orgufi;.s~c~f~of~s.
the title used in official reports and so, whilst it is technically
correct to use the initials ‘E.C.’ it is misleading to use the title
‘European Community’ in the singular since this would imply some
sort of politic;il/social organic unity which does not exist. The title
‘EEC‘ will be used here.
T h e EEC Commision, based in Brussels, has over ten
thousand employees headed by fourteen ‘Commissioners’ who,
though only appointees, regard themselves as something between
civil servants and government ministers. Whilst many employees
are concerned with publicity, translation and policy development,
the majority administer the Common Agriculture1 Policy which
accounts for 70% of expenditure.’
Between 1961 and 1975 Britain pondered membership and
formally joined in 1972 as did Eire (Southern Ireland) and
Denmark with Greenland. In a referendum, Norway decided not
to join hut same years later Greece joined and now Greenland has
* See Appendix
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just left. At the present time Spain and Portugal are considering
membership and the E E C has free trade arrangements with a
number of countries such as Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, Finland
and Norway, some special arrangements with Jugoslavia and there
are some preferential access and aid arrangements with a few less
developed countries - principally the old French colonial
territories.
The Treaty of Rome was more than just an agreement for
economic regulation since it embodied the aspirations of those
wishing to create a ‘New Europe’ a unified and powerful ‘super’
nation in which there would be a dominant central government perhaps similar to the Federal Government in the USA. In
working towards this ambition, it is the aim of the EEC
Commission progressively to accumulate powers of expenditure
and decision making at the expense of member governments.
This booklet is concerned with some aspects of the
Commission’s methods of ‘accumulation’ and their constitutional
implications.
There is justified concern amongst the people of Europe with
the policies pursued by the EEC; obvious conflict between the
central (EEC) executive and member (national governments)
executives; and an increasing awareness that somehow, despite the
newly formed ‘European Parliament’, legislative democratic control
over executive power is being circumvented.

-

CHAPTER I

- PUBLIC IMPRESSIONS

Impressions of reality are often more important than reality
itself in moulding political decisions. They form the ‘building
blocks’ for popular acceptance and thus the constraints within
which politicians must operate. Hence they are a primary subject
of enquiry for any policy analyst, applied economist o r other social
scientist.
On observing any strongly held and widely accepted view
which seems to exaggerate, distort o r even conflict with informed
impartial assessment, it is worth asking questions. Who benefits
from the resulting policies? Have they actively promoted the
questionable view - or at least not attempted to correct it ? What
methods have been used to promote the view? Why were opposing
voices ignored?

CHAPTER 2

-

IMPRESSIONS, PERSUASION AND REALITY
ON JAPAN

There is a widespeared impression in Europe, and now in
Japan, that Japan has, with militaristic economic determination,
invaded the markets of other nations whilst it has imposed harriers
aginst imports. Nationalistic, destructive, and selfish; this is seen as
causing payments deficits and unemployment.
T h e Japanese Whife paper or1 Inferriation Trade 1982’ drily
noted “In terms of the level of tariffs and the number of items
subject t o residual quantitative import restrictions Japan is no
more closed to foreign competition than the Western countries.
Much of the criticism about non-tariff trade barriers in Japan is
based on misunderstandings.” I t is necessary for Japan to
“endeavour to avert trade friction by promoting mutual
understanding with other countries.”
8
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O n e expects other governments to respond positively to this
rebuttal;’ pointing out exceptions, no doubt, but generally secking to
reinforce more accurate understanding both in their own countries
and in Japan. Prejudice, bias and even racism must be starved of
false justification.
But such a positive response does not appear to h e the ‘line’
taken by the EEC’s lnfurmafiun Service, represented in Tokyo
with its 35 staff in Chiyoda-ku. On the contrary, this ‘Embassy’,
opened in 1974, issues numerous factual and authoritative
pamphlets, press releases and educational display boards which
give the trade figures displayed in the most alarming possible way
without necessary explanation and which then contain thinly veilcd
threats of dire consequences unless corrective action is taken.
To illustrate. An April 1979 news release summarising it
speech by Mr. Leslie Fielding, head of the Commission’s
delegation to Japan said “Trade relations with Japan are had. The
statistics speak for themselves. . . nevertheless. . . the E C does
not seek to exploit the Japanese market as the Japanese have
exploited the European market.”
The important 1981 ‘Europe Information’ pamphlet The E.C.
and Japanz after giving many tables and an apparently
comprehensive analysis stated “the trade imbalance represents a
serious hindrance to developing a worthwhile and positive
association between the Community and Japan . . . the economic
weight of The Ten should be brought to bear on the question to
ensure respect for the E . C . per se”.
A July 1981 press release stated “There is a restless mood in
the EC member countries at the impact of Japanese exports.”
In 1982 the EEC took Japan to the ‘court’ of G A T hut this
will probably be withdrawn. The action was given widespread
publicity.

*

As did, forexample the then U.K. Secretary of State for Trudc. Eric De:ikins
who stated (Hansard 15/4/74): “There has heen suhstantizrl liheralieiltion in
Japan with regard to imparts over the past lew years. With U lew exceptions computers. leather and footwear - there are now no qwntirative restrictions an
products of interest to British exporters. The avcrnge level of tariffs i n Japan is
ahout equivalent to that of thc common extcrnal tariff in Europe. With it fcw
exceptions, even controls on foreign invcstment have hccn removed. Wc shall
continue to press for the removal of the lcw remaining restrictions. I no lnngcr
regard them as il harrier to the expansion of two-way trztde”.
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T h e 1982 EC magazine ‘EUROPE’ contained a n article which
spoke of import and exports with Japan of 18 and 6 billion dollars
under this heading’:

The December 1982 ‘E.C. News’ said, “ _. . noting the lack of
a satisfactory solution in the consultations so far conducted with
J a p a n . . .”
T h e January 1983 ‘E.C. News’ noted that “According t o the
analysis by the E C Commission services, little o r no progress has
been achieved.”
In January 1983, a n E E C press release on a symposium on
industrial co-operation noted a speech by Commission President
Gaston Thorn in which he said “memQers of the EC find it very
hard to resist protectionist moves, especially since they are
burdened with a heavy trade deficit vis-a-vis Japan . . . the chronic
and excessive bilateral deficit gives rise to the impression in
Europe that Japan is not totally integrated into the open trading
system and that-it does not make a contribution to this system that
is in keeping with its stage of economic development.”
T h e 1Y84 E.C. Magazine ‘EUROPE’ contained a special
report “Can we get a fairer deal from Japan?” claiming that the
Japanese market is an “impregnable fortress” and that “Japan
imports no more than does Switzerland” and that, for the
Japanese, trade is “not a matter of give and take-only of take”.*
Japanese public opinion is influenced by providing this
material, containing selected statistics and comment, (together with
*

Highly successful exporters to Japan such as BMW, Kraft or Burberry must
find this an amusing conclusion!
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a great deal of ‘helpful’ background documentation on the EEC
and events in Brussels generally) to journalists when then
embellish and relay it to their readers.
Teachers who obtain it as a basis for classwork are often part
of this same process but, with them, the effects arc doubly
influential - on the lines of the old Jesuit saying “Give us a child
of an impressionable age - and it will be ours for life”.
Meanwhile, the EEC library cataloguing service keeps a
record of all publicity obtained, and reports on their content to
Brussels. For example, an article in NIKKEI BUSINESS on 24
January 1983 entitled “The Day Europe Will Close its Market”
was reported to be “basically informative” and “good shock
treatment to Japanese readers”. A section based on some
percentages given in The EC in Jupun‘ (though unacknowledged)
was said to “alarm the readers of the danger that Japan is facing”.
Justified comment by Mr. Obayashi, EEC correspondent of the
paper was described as “a few unnecessarily nasty remarks”.‘
A misleading ‘selective’ approach
The ‘alarming conclusions’ on international business with
Japan focus primarily on the extent of exports to the E E C but
supplement this with ‘structural’ criticisms - the complaint that
Japanese exports of manufactured goods reduce sales of firms in
the EEC forcing them to adapt rapidly - o r reducc operations and
employment.
Structural adjustment costs must be compared to consumer
gains and such equations generally favour an open trading policy,
but economists have traditionally recognised the claim of an ‘infant
industry’ to protection on a temporary basis.
But there are inconsistencies in the EEC‘s arguments about
the ‘structural impact’ of trade. Membership of the E E C for
Britain has meant a dramatic ‘structural impact’ (far greater than
the effects of Japanese imports) but the Brussels authorities have
made little o r no comment. The ‘structural impact’ on food
supplying countries of British membership is also an
unacknowledged responsibility - and in any case the manufacturers
in the EEC who complain are hardly ‘infant industries’.
In principle, international product specialisation should be
welcomed and, rather than blaming ‘structural changes’ for high
unemployment, anti-inflation policies should be seen a s the
overwhelming factor. In this context, one may note the outstanding

contribution that Japanese productivity gains have made in recent
years to containing price rises - world wide.
There are thus arguments to be made on both sides, and each
contains an element of truth. But, EEC publications and derived
publicity appears to support only one side. Furthermore the
Japancse EEC export figures, when taken out of context are also
misleading.
T h e Bank of Japan’s April issue of the Balance of Puymerirs
Monthly’ shows that the EEC quoted figures are only one of three
essential elements; visible trade, invisibles and capital movements.
Taking all three together Japan is ‘in balance’ with the rest of
the world and former Japanese Foreign Minister Saburo Okita has
complained that “We hear o n so few occasions any reference to
the overall balance of payment aspect. I fear that it (the visible
trade balance) may give a somewhat distorted picture of our
economic relationships.”6
Capital movemenfs are investments and loans made by
Japanese firms abroad and in 1982 they exceeded inward
investments by nearly $15,000 million. Officially welcomed
everywhere, they are specifically encouraged in the EEC and,
although Britain made a net investment in Japan of f2.500 million
in 1982, the rest of the EEC gained, on balance, nearly $4,000
million in that year.
lnvisibles are payments for such items as the purchase of
holidays, sea and air transport, production rights, insurance,
entertainment royalties and payments for the use of foreign capital
invested in Japan. Japan has a world deficit of nearly $9,000
million on this account in 1982 of which the EEC accounted for
over $5,000 million (in 1981, nearly $7,000 million!).
Visible trade (The ‘Trade balance’) had to be in surplus in
1982 simply to cover these payments.
To understand trade it is essential to combine vi,sibles with
invisibles. (It is, after all, entirely legitimate to exchange a holiday
for a television set.) O n this basis, Japan’s bilateral surplus with
the EEC in 1982 was $5,000 million rather than the much
publicised $10,000 million. With the U K alone, Japan ‘broke even’
in 1982 and in 1981 had a deficit of $2,000 million.
But there is n o mention of invisibks in the EEC pamphlet
about Japan. Awareness of this omission is shown however by the
inclusion of invisibles in the pamphlet of the same series relating to
New Zealand. Unlike Japan, New Zealand has a visible trade
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deficit with the E E C and the inclusion of her invisibles surplus
helps counteract demands for more New Zealand imports of butter
and lamb.’
An “invisibles” red herring
In an attempt to support the omission of invisibles the British
government, after pointing out that many payments from Japan to
London purely “pass through” to other countries has urged that i n
entirely different method of recording should be used. O n this
alternative basis British ‘invisibles’ earnings from Japan appear
small enough to be ignored. The argument is as follows:
Any international transaction can be measured either in simple
‘cash flow’ terms or in ‘value added’ o r ‘net benefit’ terms after
excluding payments to other countries. This is analogous to saying
that a company’s performance can be measured either by sales o r
by profits. All international payments involve the vendor country
in payments to third countries (for raw materials, for borrowed
money, for components, for food etc.) and in the.case of ‘invisible’
sales by Britain t o Japan, London often pays interest on money
borrowed elsewhere to ‘on lend’ to Japanese firms, or pays foreign
shipowners for transportation supplied t o Japan. A L L accounts,
both for visible and invisible transactions are smaller on a ‘value
added’ basis just as profits are always smaller than sales.
Although visibles are recorded on a ‘cash flow’ basis, invisibles
should be recorded by ‘value added’ - which itchooses to call the
‘Economic Transactions basis’. The suggested figures for invisibles
on a value added (sometimes called economic transactions) basis
have been published in the Department of Trade’s “British
Business” (April 1981 and January 1982).
There the claim is made that (for example) the Interest,
Profits and Dividends figures recorded by the Bank of Japan as, in
1980, f1.200 million paid by Japan to Britain should be only f175
million, the difference representing money simply passing through
London to other countries. Now the high level of UK portfolio
investment in Japan, the heavy outflow of capital from Britain in
recent years and the investment of British citizens in Japan via
other financial centres such as New York, Singapore or the
Cayman Islands is alone enough to cast doubt on such a claim.
Enquiries to London brokers suggest that the ‘true’ figure is more
likely to h e around €900 million.
*

lnvisibles are also noted in the pamphlet ”The E.C. and Portugal”. Rei. SMX2
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Similar unlikely claims a r e made with regard to transportation
and the figure recorded by the Bank of Japan for tourist
expenditure (based on Japanese requests for yen-pounds exchange)
is reduced t o one tenth based on some interviews with Japanese
tourists intercepted at Heathrow airport.
Now there are simply not the resources, records or staff
available in London accurately to collate figures on an ‘Economics
Transaction Basis’. The office responsible for the ‘British Business’
publication cannot provide any effective documentation for their
figures, concede that Britain is the only country in the world
attempting to measure transactions in this way, and accept that, as
a measurement of ‘cash flow’ the Bank of Japan figures are
unchallenageable.
Clearly it is wrong to mix methods. Comparing visibles
measured o n ‘cash flow’ with invisibles measured on ‘value added’
is as muddling as comparing one company’s sales with another’s
profits.;
In any event, most of the money ’passing through’ London to
third countries goes to other EEC members and so Bank of Japan
figures should not, even on this muddled basis he ignored in
assessing EEC-Japan relationships.
Bi-lateral and multi-lateral trading statistics
I t is a bad principle to indulge in comparisons of hi-lateral
payments since multi-lateral patterns are the essence of the
post-war successful growth of the world economy. Multi-lateral
responsibility requires only that each country balances its total
payments with total receipts thus neither hoarding other nations’
currencies (or gold) nor supplying its own in excess. Of course, this
is an elementary statement (ignoring many an economic and
political caveat) but it is a great deal more sophisticated than
hi-lateralism.
Large hi-lateral deficits are common the world over and pass
largely unremarked. Japan has a large deficit with her energy
supplying countries, Germany has a large industrial goods surplus
with Britain and so o n . But the E E C Commission seems
determined to play the hi-lateralist game in which private
transactions between willing buyers and willing sellers are turned
into expressions of political gain and loss.

‘

See also

G.C. Allen llow Jnpnn

Compere.$ I.E.A. Hobart paper R I . page IS.
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Graph 1 is provided by the E E C Tokyo Infornzulion Office for
wall display - and is the first thing to greet the visitor to their
premises. An alarming red coloured 'wedge' between imports and
exports Japan-EEC is an aggressive visual statement of an
apparently unquestionable problem.
However, a close inspection reveals it to ignore both
'invisibles' and the effects of inflation (though measurement in
ECUs distracts the unwary). Also Japan's sales to the E E C are
overstated slightly by including freight and insurance costs on one
side but not on the other.
Table 1, Column 1 gives the ECU figures on which graph 1 is
based. Column 2 lists these same figures in current US Dollars and
Column 3 is a suggestion of the necessary correction of imports for
freight and insurance costs. (Alternatively, a sum could have been
added to exports but it is more conventional to account the whole
picture on a 'f.o.b.' basis.) Column 4 gives the same statistics but
from the Bank of Japan, and what little difference exists between
Columns 3 and 4 quite possibly arises from the time lag in
transport and customs clearance. Column 5 adds 'invisibles' and
the total (Column 6) is corrected for inflation in Columns 7 and 8.
Graph 2 is therefore an alternative view of the same
information but the visual impression (perhaps the wedge could be
coloured green this time!) is quite different, practically
unexceptionable in world terms.
One could play the game further in at least two ways. From
Column 14 which expresses Japan's current deficit with the EEC as
a percentage of her receipts from the E E C a graph - No. 3 - ciln
be drawn showing that the position 'peaked' as long ago as 1977
and that the deficits 'the other way around' during the late 1960s
were of about the same order. One did not hear Japan, however,
in 1968 loudly demanding the E E C to 'ensure' higher imports.
Furthermore, the bar chart shows the. E E C deficit in the
context of other trade partners for 1981 (the USA position being
different altogether) and also shows the differing position of
Germany and Britain. Britain, in fact, needs 'invisibles' to be both
recognised and safeguarded whilst British consumers need the
lowest possible prices, neither of which interests are served by the
present E E C stance. Given that Canada, Australia and New
Zealand, like Britain, are all in surplus with Japan, it would be
instructive, were the figures available, to compare the position of
the British Commonwealth with the E E C (minus UK) in dealings
16
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Graeh I , As Porlrayed hy The
Balancer E.E.C. u l t h Japan
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with Japan. Britain’s interests might then be illustrated more
clearly, Rather ominously, the Japanese ‘White Paper on
International Tradc 1982’, in discussing ‘trade friction’ and the
‘deficit’ on invisible trade account’ recommends that Japan should
“recover the competitive position of its shipping industry” and
“expand its service trade”.
Thus a fuller analysis reveals a complex and interesting pattern
of economic relationships between Japan and EEC countries in
which the large visible trade surplus Japan achieves serves to
finance an invisihles deficit. investments in Europe and deficits
with third world countries who typically then import more from
Europe.
Japan’s role in the world is fascinating, unique and valuable,
the contribution of an able rrrbari population lacking raw material
and agricultural resources. Purchasers of their (incidentally
nonmilitary) manufactures everywhere benefit.
NO doubt there are points for concern. High interest rates in
America have temporarily distorted both financial and trading
patterns, Japanese investment may one day face political
opposition and those non-tariff barriers on both sides that still exist
must be challenged.
But in the absence of evidence showing significant trade
malpractice, the use of selectcd hi-lateral visible trade statistics
coupled with opposition to international product specialisation
cannot justify the alarming public impressions fed by the
Information OJfice.
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CHAPTER 3 - CONSEQUENCES
Agreements are now being made between Japan and E E C
Commission representatives (subject to approval by the Council of
Ministers). Recently Commissioners Etienne Davignon and
Wilhelm Haferkamp made arrangements with Trade Minister
Sadanori Yamanaka to restrict trsdc of various manufactures notably of videocassette recorders, and both sides found that their
respective publics had been, through articles, news reports and TV
LI

programmes etc. ‘softened up’ and ready to accept the costs:reduced employment opportunities in Japan; and in Europe, higher
prices for the goods. But Grundig in Germany and Philips in
Holland, both large companies, well able to finance competitive
entry into the VCR market, have been given protection.
One doubts whether these arrangements* would have been
acceptable either in the capitals of European countries, o r in Japan
had it not been for the orchestrated adverse trade publicity which,
as has been demonstrated is both partial and damaging to
international relations.** I n the case of Britain, the goodwill built
up over many years through traditional diplomatic events and the
efforts of such organizations as the Anglo-Japan Society, plus
normal business exchange of all kinds, seems to be arrogantly
negated by the E E C Commission’s statement “Trade relations with
Japan are bad ,
But resulting ‘arrangements’ with MlTl have brought
advantage to manufacturing interests in Europe and have involved
a n increase in the activity and power of the E E C as an institution.

*

E,I
11

In London. Peter Recs. then British Minister for Trade, reported to Parliament
that the ‘arrangements’ had been ‘endorsed’ by the Foreign Alfairs Council
(The assembled Foreign Ministers of the EEC in Brussels)’ though. i t s i t
happens. the arrangemcnts regarding videocassette recorders is particularly
adverse for the UK.
The limit set lor Japnnese exports of 4.5 million units includrs those made by
Japanese companies manufacturing in Britain which must discourage dl
Japanese companies from such investment. The agreement stipulates that
Grundig in Germany and Philips i n Hollmd ~ ~ L sell
T I at least 1.2 million “nits
per year or else Japanese sales must he reduced. which means. in eflect. that
those companies can set a high price without risking lost sales. (But the
Commission hss carefully svoided the task of naming new prices which would
involve adverse publicity.) Britain i s the largest market lor VCRs in the E E C
(more have been bought per capita than in the other member countries) and so
even i f the price i s raised by as little as 20%. rilles 01 one million units per year
will mean a consumer loss - and a balance of payments loss
of around

-

i

flMm.

**

I

I t is also worrying constitutionally. to note that this controversial economic
decision was. in the EEC. d c d t with by Foreign and not Economic Ministers.
Diplomatically. it seems that France should be treated with good humour.
Germany with great seriousness and Britain with a strictly factual response and
so i t is hard to imagine G ringle policy approach hy Japan which could be
correct lor all three let alone the other 7 members.

-
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CHAPTER 4

- IMPRESSIONS, PERSUASION AND REAIATY IN

-

BRITAIN TO 1975
Persuasion
Persuasion, on reflection, was the most interesting aspect of
the debate in Britain about E E C membership - and indced, in
1973, a book on this subject by a leading authority on the EEC
was published called ‘Diplomacy and Persuasion.’” Current events
in Japan remind one of the methods used to persuade the British
public that membership would bring both prosperity and security.
Background

T h e real reason why Britain joined the EEC was that the
Commission in Brussels very much wanted to include Britain in
their plans for a federal state of Europe and it suited the ambitions
of certain individuals and institutions in Britain to respond
positively to this. Other individuals and institutions saw their
interests endangered by the proposal and opposed it. There were
idealists, of course, both misguided and honest, o n both sides but,
in the main, self-interest played the major role. I t is a curious tale
and historians will long puzzle over it. How, they will ask, was
Britain persuaded to accept the authority of a n organization which,
on its record, was most likely to pursue economic policies
disadvantageous t o Britain, by its sympathies, was most likely to
distance Britain from other Commonwealth nations, and v:hose
motivating philosophy was, as we shall see, at odds with Britain’s
liberal traditions? They will note that there were many individuals
and some very badly financed voluntary pressure groups who
strove to oppose joining but they will find two major and very well
heeled institutions which tirelessly promoted membership - and
succeeded. These were the British Foreign Office* and the E E C
Information Office in Kensington Gardens.
*

The reasons far F O support do not appcnr tn he well documented hut i t has
been suggested thiit. alter the debacle of the Sue2 war in 1956 the FO (ond
perhaps the ‘cstahliahment’ generally) seemed to lnse self confidence in
Britain’s world role and saw in thc E E C a potcntial new power bare which they
lelt thcir abilitics and cxpericnce would enable them eventunlly to control.’“ I t
has also been unkindly suggested that instead of Dean Rusk’s phrnrc ‘Britain
has lost on empire and has not yet found a role’ one should substitute ‘The FO
h a w lost their nice jobs in the colonies and are looking for promotinn in
Brussels’! In fact, since the Falklands war and the Grcneda alfair. pcoplc have
begun to ask whether the FO i s not a ‘Slim within B State’, meaning that the
membcrs ai i t sccm out of touch with the opinions of British people generally
and have too much opportunity to influence evcnts.
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The Foreign Office wooed politicians of all political parties
and the Informofion Office partly financed and basically
co-ordinated a most remarkable campaign of public persuasion, the
basic strategy of which was to promote discussion of
pseudo-economics to obscure the costs whilst attracting emotional
support with grand slogans of apparent political wisdom. An
economic smokescreen and a political flag.
Following a Government ‘White Paper’ in 1967‘ which
indicated the possible costs of adopting the Common Agricultural
Policy, public opinion polls had shown a two to one ratio against
joining. This resistance had to be broken down if any government
was to carry through entry without committing electoral suicide.
For this purpose, all that was required was for a large number of
ordinary voters to he temporarily persuaded - For then, if the
thoughtful minority remained split on the issue, the number
seriously opposed could be overcome.
In fact, of those MPs who regarded the E E C as ii ‘special
interest’ at least half resisted entry and remain opposed to this day.
Even now, though Mr. Kinnock speaks of a new “Messinn”
conference, the Labour Party is committed to withdrawal. But the
recently promoted Social Democratic Party (SDP) consists
exclusively of politicians from the ’pro-market’ side and their
success in the 1983 General Election prevented Labour regaining
power - and thus prevented withdrawal.*

’

During the dchatcs on U K membership of the EEC in 1971 18 number ai
Labour MPs. notahly Roy Jenkins. Shirlcy Williams. Willi:im Rodgera [and
David Owen organized, with :in unofficial ’whip’. Libhour pro-marketeers to
vote with the Conservative promarkcleers every time there was ii porsihility of
Conscrvntivc anti-markctecrs (of whom there were iihuut 35. sufficient to
defeat the Government if sllicd to the wholc Labour party) voting against
entry. For this ;ictivily they earned the enmity and distrust of their Lahour
party colleagues. When. in time. the Lahour party o1fici;illy advoc;ited first 0
referendum and then withdrawal their trdc changed to undermining Lahour
support hy forming a new party (whosc donors and media supporters correkttc
closely with those lor thc original EEC entry campnign) to which thcy
‘defected‘ from Labour. l h e y have joincd forces with the Lihcnl party in
advocating a changc in election procedure (to proportional reprerentntion)
which could undcrminc the two party system and render prsictically impossible
any future clear I.nhour majority in Pnrli;unent.
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The arguments
T h e polifical argument involved slogans such as:

“Britain’s future lies with Europe”
&
“Yes to unity - for peace”
and there was a general claim that a third world war, originating,
one was t o presume, in Europe, could only be prevented if Britain
gave u p ‘narrow .nationalism’ and joined continental countries to
“build a safe future for our grandchildren”. A t the same time,
Britain, perhaps the most internationally connected nation in the
world, was constantly described as ‘isolated’. During debates in
which the C A P was raised a kind of superior attitude could be
taken - “with great respect t o the lady worried about tomato
prices, sacrifices must be made in the interests of world peace”,
etc , . “Destiny” was the ‘in’ word.
In fact there is an interesting case for the proposition that
British membership increases rather than decreases the chances of
conflict, The final political unification of both Germany and Italy
during the last century from previously independent states was only
confirmed through war. Today, a superstate in western Europe,
able to challenge either the USSR o r the USA could end up doing
just that - the USA being the likelier candidate given the
anti-American prejudice often found in EEC countries and the
more obvious trade rivalries. Protectionism fuels bitterness and
conflict, (It could be argued that denial of the traditional British
market for Argentine beef and grain contributed to difficulties
there and thus political unrest and thus the conflict over the
Falkland Islands.) As yet another point for discussion we can note
that ‘civil wars’ are sometimes fought if a minority resents the rule
of a majority as in Biafra, the USA, Bangladesh - or for that
matter in Northern Spain. That is possible, if unlikely, in a
European superstate too.
Thus, since the roots of international conflict lie, not so much
in the independence of nations, as in their internal political health,
the ‘political argument’ must be regarded as, at best, a hopeful and
brave hypothesis but, at worst, a cover for more commonplace
ambitions; exciting ‘new’ nationalism supplanting its tired, if sadly
experienced, older predecessors.
The ecoiiomic case could not deny the costs of the CAP. But
unrealistic hopes of reform were promoted and the effects were
25

minimised. There was talk of it adding perhaps 1% to the cost of
living per year - a ‘small price’.
On the positive side three main arguments were used:
Firstly, since economic growth rates during the 1960s had been
much higher in the ‘Six’ than in Britain it was claimed that
membership would bring such growth rates to Britain - perhaps via
higher investment in plant and in research and development. This
‘economic measles’ argument failed to point out that growth rates
in the ‘Six’ were the product of many factors other than E E C
membership - notably the movement of workers from agriculture
to industry in France and immigrants from East to West Germany.
These factors could not apply to Britain and, in fact,
investment in Britain during the last ten years has been
disappointing.
Secondly, since the British economy suffers from many
institutional defects - restrictive labour practices, inappropriate
class attitudes, monopolies, subsidised nationalised industrics,
politically determined domestic rents, an over-extended public
sector etc., it was argued that membership would ‘shock’ the
country into reform because Britain, it was said, always ‘rises to a
challenge’. Embarrassment and pride were played upon. This was
the ‘cold shower’ argument and, in the event, quite unsurprisingly,
the patient has chosen retreat as would most prudent individuals
when faced with adverse conditions.
Thirdly, it was claimed that British exports would increase and
thus lead to economies of scale.* In fact the average tariff for
*

This was the so-called ‘dynamic eiiect’ o i membership. The White
suggested that ‘There are dynamic eiiccts resulting irom B much larger m d
laster growing market. This will open up to our industrial producers suhsiantial
opportunities lor increasing ‘export sales’. Mr. Roy Jenkins told the House of
Commons in 1970 that ‘Management leaders with very icw exceptions. in the
advanced industries on which our growth hopes must he depend. are most
enthusiastic for British entry’. M r . Anthony Barber, Chancellor o i the
Exchequer, in 1971 said that ‘Those who redly k n o w . . . like our
Coniederation of British Industries, have no doubt that the EEC‘s existence
has given great economic opportunities to i t s members’.
But this assessment is incomplete without an acknowledgement that. given the
trading conditions between Britain and the EEC prior tb entry these diecis. il
real, could largely operate regardless of membership and Peter Oppenheimer.
Cambridge economist pointed out that busincssmcn are hardly qualiiied to
assess the complex effects of multiple economic changes involving h o d costs.
exchange rate changes. protectionism and compensatory toriii changes.
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British goods entering the ‘Six’ in 1972 was only about 7% (and
British manufacturers enjoyed tariff protection against E E C
imports) and exporters enjoyed preferential access to
Commonwealth and E R A markets. Membership would involve
losses of these advantages as well as gains to the ‘Six’ and the
overall balance was unlikely to bring a net’gain. When this was
pointed out pro-marketeers claimed that the ‘Six’ might soon raise
trade barriers against Britain. Fear played its part.
Opponents of membership warned of the dangers of trade
protectionism arising from such a move by Britain. For example,
the late Professor Harry Johnson of Chicago and London
Universities wrote in 1971 that:
“British accession to the Common Market will in all
probability mean a halt to the progressive liberalisation of
international trade that has characterised the post-war period”
and warned that the United States may be forced to
“retreat into protectionism out of dissatisfaction with the
Common Agricultural Policy” and “become more willing to
consider, with Japan, a regional trading arrangement based on
the Pacific”.”
So as good sense at the time, and experience now for eleven
years have proved, the arguments used by the opponents of
membership were the more appropriate and correct. But the
majority of the British public were temporarily persuaded that
there was a ‘good economic case’ to back the ‘obvious political
case’ for joining.
Methods of persuasion
By what means were they so persuaded?
The E E C Information Office in London, partly funded from
Brussels, set out to influence ‘opinion formers’ such as journalists,
politicians and broadcasters and this was achieved mainly by
arranging many lunch and dinner parties as well as organizing a
highly effective series of ‘press releases’ and holding numerous
press conferences to brief, in detail, such people on every
conceivable aspect of the debate. This went on ovcr many years.
Now, one must understand that journalists are busy people,
up against deadlines to hand in their ‘copy’ for publication. They
have little time for independent research and their livelihood
depends on producing as many stories as possible. If they are
‘spoon fed’ with ready made material, the inherent bias in that
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material inevitably wins through especially if, on occasion the
source acknowledges disadvantageous points as a tactic to win
trust.
One can only admire the skill with which all but a few bravely
independent journalists were eventually brought within the
pro-market fold. Once a journalist had written, under his own
name, arguments which were unrealistic, partial or false, he could
not subsequently give the opposing view without risking personal
credibility.
Much the same applied to the speeches of politicians who, in
addition to being fed 'information' were often treated to paid-for
visits to the E E C institutions on the continent where they were
generously entertained.
At the same time the Informution Office fostered the
formation of 'independent' groups to promote publicity. The
'European Movement' was one of these and, since membership of
the E E C promised trade protection from non-European lower cost
suppliers' and the free movement of capital with the EEC, it
collected numerous 'donations' from Banks and industrialists for
the cause.
The money was used to generate publicity of all kinds. There
was an extensive poster advertising campaign; there were
minibuses decorated with pro-market pictures sent out to tour the
country and to talk to the public wherever they stopped. A
brightly coloured newspaper called the 'British European' was
published and distributed free at meetings.13 This paper had front
page headlines such as ' E U R O P E IS FUN' (with a picture of a
lovely model dressed only in a Union Jack bikini) and 'EUROPE FOR A PROSPEROUS F U T U R E T O G E T H E R ' and, inside,
articles insisted that inside the E E C there was 'BARGAINS FOR
ALL' (to which one felt like adding 'except consumers'!) but it
read "The truth is we have got a bargain. Britain will get a new
home market five times bigger than the present one. This means
more mass production, less unemployment, keener prices, higher
earnings." The slogans were repeated "say YES to expansion - for
prosperity; YES to unity - for peace; YES to leadership - for

'

Recognising the potential challenge from Japanese car makers, Lord Stokes.
head of British Leyland in 1972. even bought lull page adverlisemenlr in The
Times and other papers to advocate EEC membership. (EL has since almost
collapsed anyway but continental makers have taken a market share which
consumers may well have preferred to have given to Japan.)
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Earlicr this year, Sir Ceofkey do Freibe, I . P . . proposed
lhal the Six plus Brilain. Noway, Denmark and Ireland
should end the use of passpnrts. As Sir Geoffrey pointed out,
wc alrcady get along we11 with the Irish Republic without
passport controls: crossing tho Irish Sea is lilte crossing the
Solent. And crossing borders inside the Market is already
quicker and eaFier than procccding lhrough the passport
barricr 01 the English Channel.
Sir Geollrcy wants thc British Government Lo propme
his scheme l o the Community as an act of faith-to show
Europeans that we take them seriously.

"Let lhem proposc l o lhc six governments cif lhc Euro.
pcan Community and to Norway, Denmark and Ireland, who
are also applying Lo join, that from Jnnusry 1 , 1072.no cili.
Zen 01 these countries should have to carry a passport within
Ihe ten Countries," Sir GeoErey said.
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Britain’’ and “We’ve got t o get in - to get on”, “Let’s GO with
Europe - for a prosperous future together”, “We can’t go it
alone.” An editorial read “So Britain’s choice is either to secure
her future by joining the more prosperous Europe o r stay
permanently out on her own.” “Is that what we would plan for our
children?” A ‘pop’ song advocating entry was recorded.
At the same time, anyone prepared and able to give lectures
from a pro-market viewpoint was able t o earn large fees and
generous expenses; a nice little income for local lecturers and
others prepared to make two or three dates a week to talk to local
school groups, Women’s Institute branches, Young Conservatives,
Rotary clubs or any other group needing a speaker for an
occasion. Mountains of free hand-out material was provided.
Meanwhile, the leaders of the three main political parties had
been mostly brought round to the pro-market viewpoint by the
Foreign Office and the evolving press opinion. A subtle pressure,
arising from the feeling of being a n ‘outsider’ or ‘non-conformer’
was exerted o n the doubting politician and most, especially in the
Conservative party, fell into line.
Prime Minister Edward Heath, one of the few genuinely
idealistic supporters, had the government finance a large number
of leaflets and a booklet using very questionable arguments, which
were distributed free at all post offices throughout Britain whilst a
Foreign Office inspired ‘White Paper’ gave a long but one-sided
assessment.’2 Statistics were often quoted misleadingly, for example
describing Commonwealth trade (and thus Commonwea!th
importance) as ‘declining’ - which was only true proportionately,
not absolutely.
By this stage only the most informed and able economists
were able to assess the proposal independently. Some of them
were ‘Federalists’ in any case,’ but others such as Professor
Nicholas Kaldor, Professor Harry Johnson and Mr. Peter
Oppenheimer comprehensively attacked the arguments. But their
audience was limited.
Throughout all this, the political opponents of membership
were rather disorganized and were hopelessly ill financed.
Furthermore, they were for ever reacting to events, rarely able to
seize the initiative. And some of their leading figures, such as
Tony Benn and Enoch Powell, were easy targets for personal
innuendo. and calumny.
*
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See P.26.
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Every pro-market argument was countered of course - in
letters to the press, in speeches in Parliament, in public debates
and in leaflets for distribution.” But for every one person with
whom the anti-marketeers managed to communicate, the pro-EEC
side reached 100.
Gradually public opinion against membership was eroded. By
mid 1972 it was finely balanced, ‘for‘ and ‘against’.’‘ After formal
entry, when the persuasion subsided, it swung back against
membership, hut in the month o r two before the referendum in
1975 it was brought into a majority ‘for’ - a situation which soon
afterwards collapsed. but by then it was too late.’’
After entry, many of the pro-market activists went on, unlike
their opponents, to obtain jobs associated with the E E C in one
way o r another - as journalists posted to Brussels, as lobbyists
there, as members of consultative committees,“ as members of the
European Parliament, :IS Commission advisers o r a s employees of
the Commission itself. T h e Foreign Office maintains a staff in
Brussels and has e x p a n d d its premises in London. Roy Jenkins
MP, who had Icd the minority Labour Party faction which
consistently undermined that Party’s ability t o oppose membership,
became the EEC Commission President.

assessed by the ‘best estimates’ of economists - and so there ought
to be an official enquiry to which they could submit evidence. Such
an enquiry would consider:-

I ) T h e extra costs to consumers of high priced food.”
2) The fact that growth in the economy has been even
slower than before membership, industrial investment
has fallen and unemployment
has increased
dramatically, mainly from the indudrial sector which
now employs only 30% of the labour force. There is
talk of the de-industrialization of Britain.
3) Evidence from the Cambridge Economic Policy Group
showing that EEC Balance of Payments burdens have
forced the Government into deflating the economy by
about $8bn per year.IR
The
costs which have been imposed on other countries
4)
such as lost exports by New Zealand and, if there is
now to be not only a Common Agricultural Policy but
also a Common Car Policy, a common VCR Policy and
others, there will be further costs.
5) The costs of trade diversion, exports foregone and

The costs
Eleven years have now passed since entry and there is some
discussion of the results, though these are rather difficult to assess
because of the complications of North Sea oil and the kaleidbscope
of anti-inflation policies.
A few extreme enthusiasts for membership still see it as a
Utopia whilst extreme opponents view the tired old British
economy, subjected to the policies of the E E C rather as a ‘retired
person whose home is being looted - on the invitation of the eldest
son, who has thus gained membership of the gang’ (Oil money,
however, enables the old chap to keep up appearances!).
The direct tax payments are known and there is an
acrimonious debate going on about them. Other costs can only be

protectionism.
Against this the enquiry would be told that there are some
gains, in standardized practices, harmonized laws, in technical food
production efficiency and in industrial component specialization. I t
would be pointed o u t that motor car manufacturers have
rationalized production locations to some extent - but this Leans
that over half of the apparently ‘British’ cars now sold in the UK
are, in fact, made on the continent. (Ford alone imports more cars
than all the Japanese companies combined). It would be claimed
that membership has caused a big increase in Japanese investment
in Britain and a big increase in exports to other EEC members.
T h e Government has no wish to initiate any such serious
enquiry for it would almost certainly reach a damning conclusion.
The public suspects this and so the EEC lnformafion Office has
recently set to work to create the impression that ‘while not all the
hopes have been met, there has been a net economic benefit’. No
matter that claimed gains a r e either false, irrelevant or of little
significance. Persuasion is at work again! And now there are few in
the general public who have the ability, the strength and the
memory to challenge this impression.”
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CHAPTER 5

- IMPRI.:SSIONS, PERSUASION AND REALITY IN
BRITAIN 198283

The familiar techniques are being used - incomplete statistics,
expertly produced press briefings and a reliance on friendly
journalists and associated pressure groups to embellish the chosen
message.
Persuasion again
A t the Conservative Party Conference of October 1982 leaflets
were distributed claiming all sorts of benefits from EEC
membership and these included:
“An enormous increase in US and Japanese investment in
Britain - over half of all US. and Japanese investment in the
EEC now comes to Britain. This would melt like snow if
were were to withdraw”’“
Enquires at the American and Japanese embassy libraries
showed this to be a false impression. American investment has
increased somewhat but is mainly in businesses which owe little to
the E E C - such as ‘MacDonalds’ o r petrol service stations - and in
any case American investment in Britain was on a rising trend
before entry.
T h e Japanese proportions are quite the opposite - being
highest in the late 1960s and early 1970s and showing an erratic
picture since then. The 1976 to 1982 yearly figures are 14%, 21%.
17%, 14%, 42%. 12% and 23%.21Thus only the 1980 figure gives
the flimsiest basis for ‘half‘.
I t is invaluable, however, at a political meeting in Britain, to
be able to say “Those clever Japanese , . . . are backing Britain’s
membership”. The British public is somewhat overawed by
Japanese economic success and invest them with quite mysterious
abilities and intelligence.*
I t is also a disservice to suggest that investment by Japanese
companies in Britain might ‘melt like snow’ since it is quite
uncharacteristic of them to abandon enterprises and loyal
employees.**
*

**

The 19x4 Commission leaflet REPORTING EUROPE states “Half of id1 the
funds that Japan invests in Europe now comes to Brimin. Like ‘the shrewd
operator& they are. the Japanese reckon we arc in the Common Market for
good.”
A series of letters was published in the Daily Telegraph on this point on these
dates: 19R2. October 26 and 29: November 3.9.10.12.13 and 20.
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In November 1982, with much publicity for a speech by
Gaston Thorn:’
the London Informarion Office issued to
journalists an assessment of the effects of membership.=
Journalists dutifully wrote that there has been “tremendous
benefits” including a “big increase in Japanese investment”.
T h e November publicity set the scene for full coverage
publicity which took place on 1 January 1983 to coincide with the
10th anniversary of entry.
Now some journalists were sceptical, as was John Plender,
writing in The Financial Times, but even in his case one feels that
a propensity to say “membership has been disastrous” was blunted
to “it is not an economic panacea” by the Informalion Office
booklet, and even he was led to say “one area where something
positive can be said is inward investment from the US and
Japan”.24
Other publications, such as The Economist, gave the ‘facts’ as
supplied by the Informarion Office, and combining these with a
light hearted jocular approach (we are drinking more wine now, ha
ha . . .) managed to make out that membership is b e n e f i ~ i a l . ~ ~
To illustrate the manipulation of statistics involved in this
exercise consider the two graphs below. The first, from The
Economist, indicates a dramatic rise of UK exports to the EEC.
T h e second shows the exports to the “Six” original members and
isolates exports of oil. The second shows no change in trend from
1972 and is the more truthful account.***
Journalists, however, did not have the information presented
to them in the latter way (though the Informarion Office is well
aware of it) and in consequence the public have again been misled.
Now, for students of statistics, this is all pretty elementary
stuff. A man called Darrell Huff once wrote a famous little
textbook entitled ‘How to Lie with Statistics’ and it is all there.
But the point is that in the techniques of persuasion it jolly well
works!
Here are two further examples.
The Tokyo Informarion Office publication ‘Europe
Information’ on Japan states in page 2 “Nowadays, the Community
share of Japanese exports amounts to about 12%. I n proportion to
total Japanese exports, sales to the Community are ten times
greater than those of the Community to Japan.”26 Now leaving aside
”* See Appendix 3.
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wool, of square yards of timber etc. and so one could describe the
situation using either actual volumes (graphed as a horizontal line)
or as proportions (graphed as a downward sloping line), and obtain
quite different impressions of Commonwealth importance. There
are no prizes for guessing which one was extensively publicised!
And you may be of the opinion that somehow ‘complementary
trade’ of raw materials and food in exchange for manufactures is
more wealth-creating than an exchange of similar manufactures.
But this was not mentioned.

I

CHAPTER 6

- THE POWER OF THIS UNRIVALLED PRESSURE
GROUP
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the question of invisibles, one can forgive the poor journalist for
not grasping that the actual ratios of export/import quantities are
between a half and a third.
Secondly, one can return to the debate in Britain in 1971.
During the 1960s, as ‘car swopping’ and other industrial trade
accelerated between European nations, the proportion of British
imports coming from Commonwealth countries such as New
Zealand and Australia declined. But the actual volume of trade
was about constant - the number of tons of butter, of hales of
38

Results in the opinion polls
All the major opinion polling organisations in Britain have,
from time to time tested opinion ‘for’ and ‘against’ membership of
the E E C . T h e most comprehensive scries has been conducted by
Galluo and the eraoh below is mainlv based on their work though supplemented, where possible by other results and by the
1975 referendum result. T h e questions asked have varied slightly for example “Do you think we were right or wrong to join the
Common Market?”, “Generally speaking, d o you think that British
membership of the Comrnon.M.arket is a good thing o r a had
thing?” and “Are you personally for or against membership of the
Common Market’?’’.
T h e graph indicates the percentage majority “against” over
“for” of those expressing an opinion. A s in the referendum, non
voting “don’t knows” are left aside and so, if, for example a poll
shows 25% “for”, 50% “against” and 25% “don’t know”,
Appendix 3 will show 33% “for” and 66%) “against” and the graph ti
33% majority “against”.
During these 16 years there have been only 4 brief periods
when opinion has swung to a majority ‘for’ membership.*
i)
1971-72 before ‘entry’
ii) 1975
before the referendum
iii) 1977
before ‘direct elections’ were agreed to
iv) 1982-83 before the general election when SDP-Liberal
intervention ensured Labour’s defeat.
*

Ahout 4 million electors. or one elector in 6 must have changed their minds on
thcse ucciisions.
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Some conclusions
There is much more, of course, that can be said about Britain

m
\o
m

and membership, but enough has been said to show that the EEC
and its supporters should be regarded as a 'Pressure Group' and
not a 'Government'. Its dubious methods of persuasion might not
be worth discussion if it were opposed by other 'equal strength'
pressure groups competing for the attention of an impartial
government but in fact it faces only voluntarily financed individual
opposition.
Nor should these methods be passed off as mere amateur
'Euro-enthusiasm'. I t is highly professional and one must conclude
that to possess, unopposed, the ability and organization with which
to manipulate public opinion, not in spite of, but rhrough those in
society called intellectual opinion formers and commentators, is to
have acquired, in today's world, a quite awesome and potentially
dangerous power.
If the arousal of unjustified emotions and the creation of
desired (if often false) mass opinion can be achieved in advanced
nations such as Japan and Britain, despite the existence of freedom
of speech, then it is time to pay attention.

CHAPTER 7 -SOME PHILOSOPHY

On ends and means
When questionable means are used for apparently acceptable
ends, one is entitled to reassess those ends. One is often aware
that something is amiss through observing actions on behalf of a
cause long before one can perceive the flaws in the cause itself.
There is something in the poet's words: "It matters not who won
or lost, but how you played the game".
Power and restraint

Today's governments represent a compromise between the
conflicting philosophies of 'corporatism' and 'liberalism'.
Governments are pressed towards policies gainful for powerful
interest groups but are restrained by democratic politics.
'Corporatism' allows the State to adopt, as national goals,
aims profitable to large corporations, monopoly trade unions,
landowners etc., whilst small firms, consumers, tenants, the
40
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self-employed, the retired and other individuals are disadvantaged.
The former support the government with finance, media
patronage, co-operation - even block votes. The ‘politically
possilile’ rather than the ‘idealistic’ principle guides policy making.
Usually somewhat cynical, in extreme cases associated with
Fascism and military repression, its practitioners think it ‘realistic’.
It leads naturally to government-industry co-operation, ‘indicative’
economic planning and protectionism.
In contrast ‘liberalism’ (or ‘pluralism’ or ‘individualism’) resists
these activities, seeing the government as referee, not a team
player, an unbiased judge hearing the claims of competing groups
and supporting unorganized interests. Laws rather than goals
occupy government and ‘group muscle’ is denied advantage.
Market mechanisms are respected, not abandoned when
inconvenient. Free trade is a principle, not an insincere election
slogan.
Most voters support the ‘liberal view’ but most politicians find
‘corporatism’ their reliable route to success - because interest
groups are constant, strong and single-minded whilst the general
public is easily, misled, has a short memory. is inadequately
informed and its allegiencies are too diffuse.
But since the ‘corporatist’ is dependent only on sectional
support and ‘is acting, by definition, against the individual interests
of those whom he governs (whom, to some extent, he must
deceive to obtain power) he is constantly fearful of criticism and
cannot, feel secure. But opponents are easily dismissed if they can
be labelled ‘disloyal’.
Therefore, ‘liberal’ activity depends upon there being a focus
of loyalty above government (widespread respect and affection for
a symbolic embodiment of national consciousness such as a Queen,
an Emperor or, in America, the Flag or Constitution) to which
both government and opponents can demonstrate loyalty; and also
a credible, experienced single opposition political party which can
take advantage of relatively small shifts in electoral preferences to
dismiss an existing government. Thus, in Britain and the USA, it is
through the two-party system that the electorate can wield effective
power and restrain ‘corporatist’ ambitions.
Neither of these factors is present, or is likely to become
present, in the emerging superstate of New Europe where effective
‘liberal’ restraint exists only wifhin member nations, and where the
E E C Commission appears increasingly as an unbridled seat of

economic ‘corporatist’ power.* Thus, were it just an international
organization it would be valuable, but as an aspirant government it
is a rogue institution.
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CHAPTER 8 - T H E EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

The founding paradox
Immediately after the 1939-45 war a major debate emerged in
Western European countries between two groups who could be
called the ‘Federalists’ and the ‘Internationalists’ (sometimes called
the ‘Atlanticists’). The former, strongly emanating from Germany,
urged the creation of a new, federal ‘super state’ of Europe. The
latter urged the creation of a series of limited international bodies
each working towards the solution of specified problems in trade,
labour law, shared technology, defence, freedom of movement,
and the like, and this was very much the British position strongly
supported by the smaller nations of Europe which, over the
centuries, have feared European hegemony - and indeed had to
fight against such ambitions only too often.
The ‘internationalist’ view enjoyed early success. The creation
of the various United Nations bodies, of NATO and of the Council
of Europe, which Sir Winston Churchill, in particular, warmly
welcomed. We may note his words:
“We are bound to further every honest and practical step
which the nations of Europe may take to reduce the barriers
which divide them . . . but we have our own dream and our
own task. We are with Europe but not of it. We are linked

-

*

It is often argued that control of the EEC executive in Brussels is exercised
effectively by the member state governments - through the Council of
Ministers. Rut this is ‘executive’ controlling ‘executive’, not a ‘legislature’
controlling an ’executive’ (the principle of the Magna Carts). Thus. for Britain,
the mvereignly of Parliament and thus the ‘sovereignty of the people’ is
compromised. Furthermore. thc inherent dangers of ‘delegated legislation’ have
reached an alarming level ihrough the law-defining powers of the Commission,
The so-called ‘European Parlinment’ which many hope will fulfil the legislative
control role is hopelessly inadequate. There is a multitude of parties.
constituency sizes are far too large for customary voter-member relationships;
and few vote in elections. This ‘Parliament’ lacks the cohesion, power.
authority. affection and experience that would be required for it to replace
member state legislatures.

hut not comprised. We are interested and associated hut not
absorbed.”
During this time, a French civil servant and engineer, Jean
Monnet, happened to he the chief of the French national economic
planning agency which successfully co-ordinated bank credit and
American aid to rebuild French industry. French ‘indicative
planning’ was, therefore, his training ground for proposing, with
Robert Schumann, first the formation of a European coal and steel
marketing organization in 1951 and then the E E C in 1956. His
belief was that the federalist aim of a New Europe could he
achieved by gradually bringing all the economies of Europe within
a single ‘planning framework’ because he realised that powerful
economic interest groups - corporations, banks, unions and
landowners would increasingly support a body which could serve
their aims. A power base could he created to which national
governments might eventually he subordinated.
A t the same time, popular support for the initial treaty
transfer of powers to the new body would be required. Now was it
not Plato who cynically commented that a King to rule successfully
should ‘adopt and never oppose sentiment^'?^' Accordingly,
despite the ‘corporatist’ nature of Monnet’s ambitions, a ‘liberal’
prospectus had to .he purveyed which rightly could he allied to the
theme of avoiding war.
Thus we find in the Treaty of Rome a largely acceptable list of
stated aims. But contrary clauses were slipped in which have
allowed the E E C performance to show such an alarming growth of
protectionism and anti free trade activities. For example, Article
113 of the Treaty reads:
“After the transitional period has ended, the common
commercial policy shall he based on uniform principles,
particularly in regard to changes in tariff rates, the conclusion
of tariff and trade agreements, the achievement of uniformity
in measures of liberalization, export policy and measures to
protect trade such as those taken in case of dumping or
subsidies”.
Thus the very foundation of the E E C involved the
juxtaposition of a public stance incompatible with its power
intention reality.2n
So, - whilst the E E C proclaims its desire and intention to
secure free trade, the source of its support and ambitions propel it
in the opposite direction!

Some consequences
Advantage for strong interests was evident from the
beginning. The French Government desperately needed money to
subsidise its politically powerful but hopelessly uncompetitive food
exporters; and Germany, with a large urban, industrial,
food-importing population, eager to gain post-war international
respectability and still starry-eyed for European unity, provided
this through the CAP. Germany has thus effectively supported
French land values through the purchase of food at high prices
which otherwise could have been bought on the world market,
often at half the price.
Consequently, the effects of agricultural protectionism are felt
as shock waves around the world. The United States, losing sales
in Europe, demands greater access for farm products to the
Japanese market; Agentina, losing sales of wheat and beef to
Britain, is forced to sell to the Soviet Union; sugar Rroducing poor
countries find the world market price ruinously reduced by E E C
dumping. International relations are soured inevitably.
Britain, which, after the campaigning of Richard Cohden for
free trade, and the Irish potato famine, reformed the ‘Corn Laws’
in 1845 and practised free trade in food for more than a century,
has become engulfed in this miserable quagmire.
Now we are seeing the accelerated practice of ‘corporatism’ in
industrial policy. The Multi Fibre Agreement limits the imports .of
textiles - even from the British colony of Hong Kong; steel is
increasingly protected; aircraft manufacture is organized on a
European level with massive subsidies; measures are taken to limit
motor car imports and many other items.” Britain, whose largest
surplus in manufactured goods trade in 1981 was with Australia
and whose largest deficit in manufactured goods was with Germany
(not Japan), is forced to discriminate against Australian food
imports and subsidise those from Germany.
The German journal ‘Intereconomics’. in an editorial has
commented that:
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“Today, the Community is - as the skirmishes with Japan
and the USA show - on the point of becoming a protectionist
pest due to its uninhibited bilateralism.”
After showing that non-tariff harriers into Japan are in fact
lower than those into the EEC, the journal commented on the
demands for restrictions on Japanese imports:

“This is an obvious case of someone who lives in a glass
house throwing stones.”3L1
The Trade Policy Research Centre in London summarised
E E C trade complaints in a booklet entitled “Spectators of their
own action^".^'

CHAPTER 9 - A N UNFORTUNATE ROLE FOR JAPAN
Opposition continues
The original hostility between the ‘Federalists’ and their
opponents is by no means ended though it exists mainly within
individual countries rather than on an EEC-wide level. Opponents
in Britain became the ‘Anti Marketeers’ (who the Federalists try to
imply are ‘disloyal’ by calling them ‘anti-Europeans’) and, as the
debate in the House of Commons on 21 February 1983 illustrated,
they can mount a spirited and convincing challenge.32 The Labour
party is committed to withdrawal. Many individuals are profoundly
unhappy with developments but lack the knowledge, organization,
strategy and self-confidence to make an effective impact. Voices of
protest are heard in the other member countries, Norway is well
content with its decision to stay out, and Greenland has just left.
An awakening of public awareness, and opposition, could erupt at
any time. The path of the E E C seems unendingly provocative.
Consequently, the E E C Commission finds it increasingly difficult
to justify its development, its burgeoning expenditures - and even
its existence.

in third countries) because Japan is far too useful in countering
opposition within Europe to the E E C to be ‘let off the hook’.
Even though Japan has agreed to practically all the specific
requests made by the E E C for restraint of exports, the E E C is
conducting a duplicative great ‘investigation’ of Japanese
trade.3’ Can this be anything other than a search for more
potential ammunition? Are not the reports made by various
embassies and independent researchers together with the
permanent mechanisms of G A T T capable of revealing everything
required?
So, whilst there will always be yet more Japan can do to
further facilitate imports, the motive for E E C criticism, rather than
angelic trading principles, or an unfortunate misunderstanding of
the overall balance of Japanese payments, may be closer to
political mischief.

The danger of biased publicity about Japan
It follows that Japan, a far away country, strong in industry
but quiet in international political debate, against which a
superficial case for strong collective action can be made presents a
heaven-sent opportunity for infernal persuasion. I n response to the
apparent ‘threat’ from Japan, any EEC-Japan ‘agreement’,
however willingly given, can be presented as a ‘victory’ which on/y
the E E C could achieve.
Thus, by co-operating, the Japanese may be used in a power
wrangle to which they should be mere spectators. One suspects
that if the ‘trade issue’ were to be ‘solved’ tomorrow, the E E C
would erect some new issue of contention (perhaps market shares
46
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CHAITER 10 CONCISJSIONS

APPENDIX I

This ‘paper’ began by stating:
Impressions of reality are often more important than
reality itself in moulding political decisions. They form the
‘building blocks’ for popular acceptance and thus the
constraints within which politicians must operate. On
observing any strongly held and widely accepted view
which seems to exaggerate, distort or even conflict with
informed impartial assessment, it is worth asking
questions. Who benefits from the resulting policies? Have
they actively promoted the questionable view? What
methods have been used to promote the view? Why were
opposing voices ignored?
By taking examples both from Japan and Britain it has been
shown that misleading impressions on certain economic questions
are widely held and that the source of these impressions lies in the
E E C Commission’s “information services” and allied pressure
groups. Whilst facing only disparate voluntarily financed
opposition, this highly professional, extensive and lavishly financed
opinion influencing organisation has succeeded in manipulating
public opinion. The principle method used is to work, not in spite
of, but rhrough those in society called “opinion formers”.
Whilst the arousal of unjustified emotions and the creation of
desired mass opinion may be admired as a remarkable achievement
it represents the acquision of a quite awesome and potentially
dangerous power.
These distorted and sometimes false impressions weave a web
via public and press opinion around political decision makers which
renders opposition to E E C policies - and even mere critisism,
much more difficult, and often ineffective.
The beneficiaries of this insidious process are the client
interests; the large firms and producer interests represented in
Brussels, and that emerging ‘corporatist’ body, the Commission
itself.
There is a vital need therefore to develop an adequate
surveillance of this process, to insist on a drastic reduction in E E C
expenditure on ‘information services’, to monitor and perhaps limit
expenditure by client groups on E E C advocacy expenditure and to
review the opportunities for democratic legislative control by
member state’s elected representatives.

The Common Agriculturnl Policy
The Common Agricultural Policy is used to raise the incomes
of farmland owners and agricultural workers by maintaining
artificially high prices. E E C funds (taxes from each member state)
are used to buy and store ‘surpluses’ and often to subsidise exports
in order to reduce these ‘surpluses’. There is a general
presumption that imports should be restricted and if possible
reduced and that ‘self sufficiency’ should be aimed at.
Thus for each country the cost of the C A P consists not only of
taxes paid as contributions funding the system, but also of the
excess paid by consumers over that which they would otherwise
pay. There are also welfare losses due to reduced consumption and
there are complicated calculations to be made about gains and
losses by the agricultural industry. This may be illustrated:

Demand and domestic supply curves are shown for a
particular commodity. At the world (lower) price ‘P’ Pe will be
produced and eh will be imported. At the CAP price ‘p’ domestic
production is expanded to b while only bc is imported.
Consumers suffer a loss represented by Pgcp and the money is
divided between domestic farmers who receive Pfbp and the
government which receives import levies fgcb. Also costs are
incurred by farmers beyond import costs of efb and consumers
suffer a welfare loss equal to ghc.
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Given that this system applies on an EEC wide basis and some
members such as Britain are net importers whilst others such as
Eire are net exporters. there are important transfers o f wealth as
well as a net resource loss overall.
To give some perspective to this, EEC statistics for 1979
showed that EEC wheat prices averaged 63% above world prices,
barley 61%. maize 90%. sugar 31%, beef and veal 104% and
butter 31
The EEC has not yet published more recent figures
but world prices have been declining in many instances. This policy
has led to an amazing increase in ;~griculturalproduction in Britain
which is now said to be over 70% self-sufficient compared with
about 55% ten years ago, but this is at a cost o f around f3bn a
year to consumers."
There has been a complicated evolution of the mechanics of
the CAP with 'variable levies'. 'intervention stores', 'the farm
fund', 'monetary compensation payments', 'green pounds' and the
like which is beyond the comprehension of practically everybody
and there is a deliberate reluctance by the EEC authorities to issue
figures which would clarify the costs.
But there is a n ever greater transfer of resources to
agricultural interests - witness the rising value of farmland.
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APPENDIX 3
OPINION POLL RFSULIS - IN REPLY FOR EACH DATE TO THE NEAREST
QUESTION ASKED TO "Are you for or against?"
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APPENDIX 4

Thus any talk of withdrawal o r simply of seeking alternative
relationships with the E E C is met by the plausible pained
innocence of the retort “all we are concerned about is to safeguard
the jobs and security of so many British workers”. In Lord
Carrington’s Conservative Party Political Broadcast of I1
December 1981 it was stated “Since we joined the EEC our
exports to o u r Common Market partners have increased rapidly.
They now buy nearly half our total exports”.
Thus most British people now believe that, had Britain NOT
joined, exports to the original six EEC members a s a proportion of
Britain’s total exports would be a good deal lower than they in fact
are - and that this would be bad for the British economy.
T h e figures are not false - the 9 other E E C members DID
buy 43.4% of total British exports in 1980 and Western Europe as
a whole D I D buy 57.6%. But the original 6 members bought only
35% and this is disappointing bearing in mind export expectations,
previous trends and North Sea oil.

Export expectations
Trade discrimination to divert sales from Britain towards the
EEC and away from other countries should have led to an
increased proportion for the EEC.
Before membership, Britain exported, often free of tariff
barriers. to many markets, notably to Commonwealth countries;
and at the same time faced a tariff on goods sent to the EEC. This
tariff was estimated by the CBI to be. on average, 7.16%.
Progressively, this position has been broadly reversed and goods
now enter the EEC countries without tariffs.
(The effect of this tariff reduction, however, should not be
exaggerated since it is only equal in effect to a reduction in the
international value of the f of about 10% - WO.)
E E C membership has contributed towards a rapid decrease in
exports to countries such as Australia which have been denied the
normal trading access for food t o British consumers. Between 1970
and 1980 the proportion of British exports going to Australia
dropped from 4.3% to 1.7%; to Canada, from 3.6% to 1.6% and
to New Zealand from 1.6% to 0.5%. This collapse in trade is quite
unlike the gently falling export shares of the 1960 to 1970 period
which were associated with rather static volume export figures.
Furthermore, there has been a loss of export share going to
those countries in EFTA which did not join the EEC (Sweden,
Norway, Portugal, Austria, Switzerland and Finland). British
exporters no longer enjoy a tariff advantage over other competing
Western European suppliers to these markets. Britain now
competes with Germany, France and Italy o n ‘equal terms’ not
only in tariffs but also in costs arising from the CAP. A s a result,
whereas pre-1972 trends would suggest that by 1981 u p to 15% of
British exports could be going to these markets, only 1 IM% in fact
was achieved - and this included l’h%oil.
(The only such EFTA country to which there has been a gain
in export share is Switzerland but this may well be due to the
present inclusion of gold and diamond transactions which used to
be recorded separately.)
Similarly, pre-1972 trends would suggest export shares to
Ireland and Denmark by 1981 of 1 1 % but only 8% was achieved.
O n the other hand. the C A P has meant that food grown in
Britain can be exported to the ‘6‘ where it is now protected from
world competition. Though economically unjustifiable, this trade
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Britain’s exports to the EEC
Imports of manufactured goods to Britain from the E E C have
increased much more rapidly than exports of manufactured goods
so that they are now 50% higher. To use the E E C jargon there is
a ‘cover ratio’ of two thirds. The ‘gap’ however is bridged by two
factors - oil and ‘invisibles’ and the Impact of Membership quotes
‘invisibles’ as recording a surplus with the EEC of f440m in 1973
rising to f645m in 1980 (a fall though, in ‘real’ terms).
The most important claim, however, concerns exports - that
they have increased dramatically since 1972, that they now
constitute ‘nearly half of total British exports and that, in
consequence, around 3 million jobs are dependent on continued
membership. Selected statistics are used. The lrnpact of
Membership stated:
“In the 10 years since accession, trade with the other
member countries has grown at a remarkable rate - exports
from Britain to its E E C partners rose by 28% a year on
average between 1972 and 1980”.
T h e figures are listed - f2.4bn in 1970 and f20.4bn in
1980. Source - Department of Trade.

does contribute towards a higher share of British exports going to
the EEC.
Thus, even without suggesting any ‘dynamic’ or ‘beneficial’
results of membership an increased export share should be
expected.
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B British rxporfi to tho orisinll ‘6‘

Previous trends
Through the 25 post-war years prior to entry a clear trend of a
rising export share of manufactured goods to the EEC was
established. No one has seriously suggested that this would not
have continued whatever the outcome of entry negotiations.
Indeed, the EEC could only have reversed this trend by deliberate
punitive action which would obviously have affected their exports
also. The ‘6’ showed no evidence of wanting to ‘force’ Britain by
this means to join.
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North sea oil
Britain exports about half of the crude oil from the North Sea,
and exports have been rising’by about 30% per year. There are
also exports of oil-derived products such as jet fuel and lubricants
based on North Sea oil. The major part of exported oil goes to the
EEC where West Germany is by far the thirstiest client - a favour
Britain could confer regardless of EEC membership.’
35% represents only the continued trend
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T h e graph on page 58 illustrated these figures
The rather dramatic but inescapable fact emerges that actual
exports and exports that would have occurred in any case, had
Britain not joined, are practically identical. Should Britain decide
to retain, rather than export, North Sea oil, the co-incidence would
be even more obvious.

Table I
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Britain has three policy alternatives for selling North Sea oil
(i) The presenl position. Retention of about half and exports of half. mainly to
the EEC while importing B similar amount from the Middle East.
(ii) A I a certain cost of refinery adaptation. all North Sen oil could be used i?
Britain and imports could cease. (Such self-sufficiency. balanced with
imparted oil saving. would no! affect exchange rates.)
(iii) Since oil can be sold almosl anywhere. and there are no tnrilf barriers.
Britain could diversify oil sales by increasing sales in non-EEC countries such as Japan, South Africa and North America.
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II

For the advocates of membership, the disappointing
conclusion is that it has not, o n balance, led to an increase in
exports. Indeed, given the trade diversion involved. this
observation suggests that membership has caused export weakness
rather than export strength, whilst falling exports 10
Commonwealth countries have contributed directly to rising
unemployment.
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THE OPEN SEAS FORUM
The Open Seas Forum promotes the ideal of an open world
economy. Founded in 1970 it takes its name from what Sir
Winston Churchill once said to General de Gaulle: “Each lime we
must choose between Europe and the Open Seas, we shall always
clioose the Open Seas”. It is becoming a world-wide body which
believes there are powerful arguments for bringing down a11 trade
barriers whether set up by individual countries or customs unions.
First of all, trade barriers are an attack upon the individual’s
freedom of choice; anything that prevents him from buying what
he wishes lessens his welfare and lowers his standard of living.
Secondly, they cause friction between nation and nation; they
are forms of economic warfare and too often they have led to
armed conflict. No two trading nations amicably trading together
have ever gone to war.
The third powerful argument has an example in the pages of
this paper. Protectionism begets dishonesty and corruption,
cloaked though they may be in fine words and comforting phrases.
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Public opinion has been strongly influenced in Britain, and now
in Japan, by the activities of the EEC ‘Information Services’.
Many widely held beliefs on economic matters that have originated
from EEC publicity are false or a t least misleading.
The public is vulnerable because no ‘equal strength’ opposition
paterial is provided.
I n consequence, the EEC is able to succour a t general expcnse,
producer ‘corporatist’ interests.

If the EEC is to ahange from a ‘customs union’ to a ‘free trade
area, member governments must ensure a drastic reduction in
EEC ‘information’ activities.
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